
PHYSICAL DAMAGE
*Include the Fire District name and code # if fire or comprehensive coverage is provided

UNINSURED/
UNDERINSURED
MOTORIST

NORTH CAROLINA COMMERCIAL AUTO
COVERAGES/LIMITS SECTION

BI
EA PER

MEDICAL
PAYMENTS

4

7

7

6

8

4

7

4

8

8

7

BI
EA PER

BI
EA PER

UNINSURED
MOTORIST

UNINSURED
MOTORIST

HIRED/BORROWED
LIABILITY

NON-OWNED
LIABILITY

HIRED
PHYSICAL
DAMAGE

SPEC
C OF L

COVERED
AUTO
SYMBOLS

SPECIFIED
CAUSES OF LOSS*

TOWING
& LABOR

DATE (MM/DD/YYYY)

AGENCY APPLICANT (First Named Insured) FACILITY CODE:

COVERAGES COVERED AUTO SYMBOLS LIMITS COVERAGES COVERED AUTO SYMBOLS LIMITS

1 4 9 CSL $

LIABILITY 2 7 BI EACH ACCIDENT $

3 8 PROPERTY DAMAGE $

2
COMP/OTC

2 3
EACH PERSON $

3 2

2 6 CSL $ 3 7

3 7 BI EACH ACCIDENT $ 2 4 8
COLLISION

4 3

2 6 CSL $ 3
$

3 7 BI EACH ACCIDENT $ 7

4

2

PROPERTY DAMAGE $3

4

YES STATES STATES # DAYS # VEH COVERAGE/DEDUCTIBLECOST OF HIRE IF ANY BASIS

NO $ COMP $

YES STATES GROUP TYPE NUMBER OF $

NO EMPLOYEES COLL $

VOLUNTEERS

PARTNERS COVERAGE IS: PRIMARY SECONDARY
(1) ANY AUTO (4) OWNED AUTOS OTHER THAN PRIVATE PASSENGER (7) AUTOS SPECIFIED ON SCHEDULE
(2) ALL OWNED AUTOS (5) ALL OWNED AUTOS WHICH REQUIRE NO-FAULT COVERAGE (8) HIRED AUTOS
(3) OWNED PRIVATE PASSENGER AUTOS (6) OWNED AUTOS SUBJECT TO COMPULSORY U.M. LAW (9) NON-OWNED AUTOS

BUSINESS AUTO SECTION
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AGENCY CUSTOMER ID:

ENDORSEMENTS/REMARKS

The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD.



PHYSICAL DAMAGE
*Include the Fire District name and code # if fire or comprehensive coverage is provided

TRAILER INTERCHANGE
*Include the Fire District name and code # if fire or comprehensive coverage is provided

TOWING
& LABOR

SPECIFIED
CAUSES OF LOSS*

BI
EA PER

COVERED
AUTO SYMBOLS

MEDICAL
PAYMENTS

UNINSURED
MOTORIST

UNINSURED/
UNDERINSURED
MOTORIST

UNINSURED
MOTORIST

NON-TRUCKERS
HIRED/BORROWED

TRUCKERS 
HIRED/BORROWED
LIABILITY

NON-OWNED
AUTO
LIABILITY

BI
EA PER

BI
EA PER

RADIUS# DAYS# TRAILERSSYMBOL

SPECIFIED
CAUSES OF LOSS*

HIRED
PHYSICAL
DAMAGE

YOUR TRAILERS IN THE POSSESSION OF
ANOTHER TRUCKER UNDER A TRAILER
INTERCHANGE AGREEMENT

(49)

TRAILERS IN YOUR POSSESSION UNDER
A TRAILER INTERCHANGE AGREEMENT

(48)
OWNED AUTOS SUBJECT TO A
COMPULSORY UNINSURED
MOTORIST LAW

(45)

COVERAGES COVERED AUTO SYMBOLS LIMITS

COVERAGES LIMITS DEDUCTIBLE

COVERAGES DEDUCTIBLE

COVERED AUTO SYMBOLS

41 46 CSL $

LIABILITY 42 47 BI EACH ACCIDENT $ 42 46
$COMP/OTC

43 50 PROPERTY DAMAGE $ 43 47

42 46 SCL FT LSP
$

42 46 43 47 F FTW
EACH PERSON $

43 42 46
COLLISION $

42 46 CSL $ 43 47

43 BI EACH ACCIDENT $ 46
$

45

42 46 CSL $

43 BI EACH ACCIDENT $

45 48
COMP/OTC

4942 46

PROPERTY DAMAGE $ 4843

4945

YES STATES COST OF HIRE IF ANY BASIS 48
COLLISION $

NO $ 49

YES STATES STATES # DAYS # VEHCOST OF HIRE IF ANY BASIS
NO $

YES STATES GROUP TYPE NUMBER OF
NO EMPLOYEES

VOLUNTEERS

PARTNERS COVERAGE IS: PRIMARY SECONDARY
OTHER OTHER

(44) OWNED AUTOS SUBJECT TO NO-FAULT (46) SPECIFICALLY DESCRIBED AUTOS
(41) ANY AUTO (47) HIRED AUTOS ONLY
(42) OWNED AUTOS ONLY
(43) OWNED COMMERCIAL AUTOS ONLY (50) NON-OWNED AUTOS ONLY

TRUCKERS SECTION
AGENCY CUSTOMER ID:

FARTH
ZONE

ENDORSEMENTS/REMARKS

PAGE 2 OF 3ACORD 137 NC (2007/06)



COVERAGES COVERED AUTO SYMBOLS LIMITS

COVERAGES LIMITS DEDUCTIBLE

COVERAGES DEDUCTIBLE

COVERED AUTO SYMBOLS

APPLICANT'S SIGNATURE DATE PRODUCER'S SIGNATURE NATIONAL PRODUCER NUMBER

61 67 CSL $

62 68 BI EACH ACCIDENT $ 62 67
LIABILITY

63 71 PROPERTY DAMAGE $ 63 68 $COMP/OTC

64 64

62 67 SCL FT LSP

63 68 F FTW $

64

62 64 62 67
EACH PERSON $

63 67 COLLISION 63 68 $

62 66 CSL $ 64

63 67 BI EACH ACCIDENT $ 63
$

64 67

62 66 CSL $

63 67 BI EACH ACCIDENT $

64 69
COMP/OTC

7062 66

PROPERTY DAMAGE $ 6963 67

7064

YES STATES COST OF HIRE IF ANY BASIS 69
COLLISION $

NO $ 70

YES STATES STATES # DAYS # VEHCOST OF HIRE IF ANY BASIS

NO $

YES STATES HIREDGROUP TYPE NUMBER OF
PHYSICAL

NO EMPLOYEES DAMAGE

VOLUNTEERS

PARTNERS COVERAGE IS: PRIMARY SECONDARY
OTHER OTHER

(64) OWNED COMMERCIAL AUTOS ONLY (67) SPECIFICALLY DESCRIBED AUTOS
(61) ANY AUTO (65) OWNED AUTOS SUBJECT TO NO-FAULT (68) HIRED AUTOS ONLY
(62) OWNED AUTOS ONLY
(63) OWNED PRIVATE PASS AUTOS ONLY (71) NON-OWNED AUTOS ONLY

PERSONAL INFORMATION ABOUT YOU, INCLUDING INFORMATION FROM A CREDIT REPORT, MAY BE COLLECTED FROM PERSONS OTHER THAN YOU, IN
CONNECTION WITH THIS APPLICATION FOR INSURANCE AND SUBSEQUENT RENEWALS.  SUCH INFORMATION AS WELL AS OTHER PERSONAL AND PRIVILEGED
INFORMATION COLLECTED BY US OR OUR AGENTS MAY IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES BE DISCLOSED TO THIRD PARTIES WITHOUT YOUR AUTHORIZATION.
YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO REVIEW YOUR PERSONAL INFORMATION IN OUR FILES AND CAN REQUEST CORRECTION OF ANY INACCURACIES.  A MORE DETAILED
DESCRIPTION OF YOUR RIGHTS AND OUR PRACTICES REGARDING SUCH INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST.  CONTACT YOUR AGENT OR BROKER
FOR INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW TO SUBMIT A REQUEST TO US.

ANY PERSON WHO KNOWINGLY AND WITH INTENT TO DEFRAUD ANY INSURANCE COMPANY OR ANOTHER PERSON FILES AN APLICATION FOR INSURANCE
CONTAINING ANY MATERIALLY FALSE INFORMATION, OR CONCEALS FOR THE PURPOSE OF MISLEADING INFORMATION CONCERNING ANY FACT MATERIAL
THERETO, COMITS A FRAUDULENT INSURANCE ACT, WHICH IS A CRIME AND SUBJECTS THE PERSON TO CRIMINAL AND CIVIL PENALTIES.

I UNDERSTAND THAT THE COVERAGE SELECTION AND LIMIT CHOICES INDICATED HERE WILL APPLY TO ALL FUTURE POLICY RENEWALS, CONTINUATIONS
AND CHANGES UNLESS I NOTIFY YOU OTHERWISE IN WRITING.

MOTOR CARRIER SECTION

ENDORSEMENTS/REMARKS

ACORD 137 NC (2007/06)

PHYSICAL DAMAGE
*Include the Fire District name and code # if fire or comprehensive coverage is provided

COVERED
AUTO SYMBOLS

BI
EA PER

SPECIFIED
CAUSES OF LOSS*

MEDICAL
PAYMENTS

UNINSURED
MOTORIST

BI
EA PER

TOWING
& LABOR

UNINSURED/
UNDERINSURED
MOTORIST

BI
EA PER

TRAILER INTERCHANGE
*Include the Fire District name and code # if fire or comprehensive coverage is provided

RADIUS# DAYS# TRAILERSSYMBOL

UNINSURED
MOTORIST SPECIFIED

CAUSES OF LOSS*

NON-TRUCKERS
HIRED/BORROWED

NON-OWNED
AUTO
LIABILITY

OWNED AUTOS SUBJECT TO A COMPUL-
SORY UNINSURED MOTORIST LAW

(66) TRAILERS IN YOUR POSSESSION UNDER
A TRAILER INTERCHANGE AGREEMENT

(69)

YOUR TRAILERS IN THE POSSESSION OF
ANOTHER TRUCKER UNDER A TRAILER
INTERCHANGE AGREEMENT

(70)

AGENCY CUSTOMER ID:

TRUCKERS 
HIRED/BORROWED
LIABILITY

FARTH
ZONE

PAGE 3 OF 3


D:20021113124538
D:20021113130035- 05'00'
PHYSICAL DAMAGE
*Include the Fire District name and code # if fire or comprehensive coverage is provided
This section collects the coverage auto symbols for physical damage coverages. 
Information on deductible and valuation types is collected elsewhere within the individual
Vehicle Description sections.  Available coverage options are: 
* Towing & Labor- This coverage is applicable only to private passenger autos.
* Specified Causes of Loss
* Comprehensive (other than Collision)
* Collision

UNINSURED/
UNDERINSURED
MOTORIST
Enter the appropriate limit(s) following the Liability Limit Format. Symbol 6 applies only in states where rejection is not permitted by law.
NORTH CAROLINA COMMERCIAL AUTO COVERAGES/LIMITS SECTION
Use ACORD 137 NC to collect the coverage, limits and premium information necessary to 
write Business Auto, Truckers or Motor Carrier insurance in this state.  
Required disclosure and coverage acceptance or rejection information is also included.

Use this form with ACORD 127, Business Auto Section, or ACORD 132, Truckers/Motor Carrier 
Section. The following are the specific differences in this state:

* A box relating to "facility Code" is added to the front of the form, 
to provide information relating to the re-insurance facility.

* Personal injury Protection coverage is not available; this is not a "no-fault" state.

* Provision is made for combined Uninsured/Underinsured Motorists Bodily Injury coverage, 
and separately for Uninsured Motorists coverage. Underinsured Motorists Bodily Injury  
coverage is not available by itself.

* An instruction is added requiring the fire district name and code number if fire or 
comprehensive coverage is provided.

* Statement added to the back of the form to allow the applicant to select or reject 
the various Uninsured and Underinsured Motorists coverage options. 
The applicant must initial the selection(s). 

BI
EA PER
MEDICAL
PAYMENTS
The desired Per Person Limit.
4
7
7
6
8
4
7
4
8
8
7
BI
EA PER
BI
EA PER
UNINSURED
MOTORIST
Enter the appropriate limit(s) following the Liability Format.
UNINSURED
MOTORIST
Enter the appropriate limit(s) following the Liability Limit Format. Symbol 6 applies only in states where rejection is not permitted by law.
HIRED/BORROWED
LIABILITY
Enter state(s), if any, in which autos are Hired or Borrowed
NON-OWNED
LIABILITY
Enter state(s) where employees use their own autos in the operations of the applicant's business.
HIRED
PHYSICAL
DAMAGE
Indicate the states for which coverage is to apply. 
Enter the estimated number of days and number of vehicles involved.
SPEC
C OF L
COVERED
AUTO
SYMBOLS
SPECIFIED
CAUSES OF LOSS*
The Specified Cause of Loss Codes are:

SCL        Specified Cause of Loss
F            Fire
F&T        Fire and Theft
F,T&W    Fire, Theft and Wind
LSP        Limited Specified Perils
SP         Specified Perils

Enter the deductible only if it is applicable to all vehicles.

SCL        Specified Cause of Loss
F            Fire
F&T        Fire and Theft
F,T&W    Fire, Theft and Wind
LSP        Limited Specified Perils
SP         Specified Perils

Enter the deductible only if it is applicable to all vehicles.
TOWING
& LABOR
This coverage is applicable only to private passenger autos.
DATE (MM/DD/YYYY)
Month/day/year (MM/DD/YYYY) on which the form is completed.
AGENCY
Agency's name.
APPLICANT (First Named Insured)
Full name of the applicant as it should appear on the policy. 
The First Named Insured is given certain rights and responsibilities by the policy contract
language. If more than one insured is named, be sure the one intended to receive these 
rights and responsibilities is named first and any additional insureds identified as such. 
If joint ownership, the name used may include both names (e.g., John and Mary Smith).
FACILITY CODE:
Enter the applicable code if this application will be used to apply to the North Carolina Placement Facility.
COVERAGES
Place an "X" in the appropriate Covered auto symbols box(es) for each coverage desired. Additional information on the coverages may be found below.
COVERED AUTO SYMBOLS
Business Auto policies use numeric symbols on the policy declarations to indicate the 
type(s) of vehicles for which coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an X in the 
appropriate box for each type of coverage. Only those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.
LIMITS
For each coverage enter the limits as they are to appear on the declarations page.
COVERAGES
COVERED AUTO SYMBOLS
LIMITS
1
4
9
CSL
$
LIABILITY
Indicate if the Limit is based on a Combined Single Limit format or Split Limit format 
by checking either the "CSL" or "BI Ea Per" (Bodily Injury Each Person) box respectively. 
For CSL complete the first Limit field. For Split Limits complete the BI Each Person 
BI each accident and Property Damage Limits.

2
7
BI EACH ACCIDENT
$
3
8
PROPERTY DAMAGE
$
2
COMP/OTC	
Check the applicable box(es).  Include the Fire District name and code number if fire or comprehensive coverage is provided.
2
3
EACH PERSON
$
3
2
2
6
CSL
$
3
7
3
7
BI EACH ACCIDENT
$
2
4
8
COLLISION
Enter the deductible only if it is applicable to all vehicles.
4
3
2
6
CSL
$
3
$
3
7
BI EACH ACCIDENT
$
7
4
2
PROPERTY DAMAGE
$
3
4
YES
STATES
STATES
# DAYS
# VEH
COVERAGE/DEDUCTIBLE
Check the applicable coverage(s) and enter the appropriate deductible amount of liability.
COST OF HIRE
Enter the total estimated cost of Hire for each Hired/Borrowed coverage. If the exposure is minimal, check the "If Any" box. The actual exposure will be determined at time of audit.
IF ANY BASIS
NO
$
COMP
$
YES
STATES
GROUP TYPE
For Non-Owned liability, "X" all applicable group types of. Employees, Partners or Volunteer. For each group type indicated list the number of individuals involved.
NUMBER OF
$
NO
EMPLOYEES
COLL
$
VOLUNTEERS
PARTNERS
COVERAGE IS:
Indicate if this coverage is on a primary or secondary basis by checking the appropriate box.
PRIMARY
SECONDARY
(1) ANY AUTO
(4) OWNED AUTOS OTHER THAN PRIVATE PASSENGER
(7) AUTOS SPECIFIED ON SCHEDULE
(2) ALL OWNED AUTOS
(5) ALL OWNED AUTOS WHICH REQUIRE NO-FAULT COVERAGE
(8) HIRED AUTOS
(3) OWNED PRIVATE PASSENGER AUTOS
(6) OWNED AUTOS SUBJECT TO COMPULSORY U.M. LAW
(9) NON-OWNED AUTOS
BUSINESS AUTO SECTION
ACORD 137 NC (2007/06)
PAGE 1 OF 3
© ACORD CORPORATION 1996-2007
..\..\..\..\..\guna\acord\ACORD (R).tif
AGENCY CUSTOMER ID:
ENDORSEMENTS/REMARKS
The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD.
PHYSICAL DAMAGE
*Include the Fire District name and code # if fire or comprehensive coverage is provided
This section collects the coverage auto symbols for physical damage coverages.
TRAILER INTERCHANGE
*Include the Fire District name and code # if fire or comprehensive coverage is provided
TOWING
& LABOR
This coverage is applicable only to private passenger autos.
SPECIFIED
CAUSES OF LOSS*
The Specified Cause of Loss Codes are:

SCL        Specified Cause of Loss
F            Fire
F&T        Fire and Theft
F,T&W    Fire, Theft and Wind
LSP        Limited Specified Perils
SP         Specified Perils

Enter the deductible only if it is applicable to all vehicles.
BI
EA PER
COVERED
AUTO SYMBOLS
MEDICAL
PAYMENTS
Enter the appropriate Medical Payment limit.
UNINSURED
MOTORIST
Enter the appropriate limit(s) following the liability limit format.
UNINSURED/
UNDERINSURED
MOTORIST
Enter the appropriate limit(s) following the liability limit format.
UNINSURED
MOTORIST
Enter the appropriate limit(s) following the liability limit format.
NON-TRUCKERS
HIRED/BORROWED
Enter state(s), if any, in which autos are Hired or Borrowed
TRUCKERS 
HIRED/BORROWED
LIABILITY
Enter state(s), is any, in which trucks are Hired or Borrowed.
NON-OWNED
AUTO
LIABILITY
Enter state(s) where employees use their own autos in the operations of the applicant's business.
BI
EA PER
BI
EA PER
RADIUS
# DAYS
# TRAILERS 
SYMBOL
SPECIFIED
CAUSES OF LOSS*
Indicate the following:

# Trailer - The number of trailers involved in the interchange agreement for the chosen 
coverage
State - The states involved in the trailer interchange agreement
# Day - The number of days the applicant is holding other's trailers or pulling 
trailers that are in his possession under a trailer interchange agreement
Radius - The approximate distance (in miles) between terminals.

HIRED
PHYSICAL
DAMAGE
YOUR TRAILERS IN THE POSSESSION OF
ANOTHER TRUCKER UNDER A TRAILER
INTERCHANGE AGREEMENT
(49)
TRAILERS IN YOUR POSSESSION UNDER
A TRAILER INTERCHANGE AGREEMENT
(48)
OWNED AUTOS SUBJECT TO A
COMPULSORY UNINSURED
MOTORIST LAW
(45)
COVERAGES
Place an "X" in the appropriate Covered auto symbols box(es) for each coverage desired. 
Additional information on the coverages may be found below.

COVERED AUTO SYMBOLS
Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use numeric symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate box for each type of coverage. 
Only those symbols specified for a coverage may be used.

LIMITS
For each coverage enter the limits as they are to appear on the declarations page.
COVERAGES
LIMITS
DEDUCTIBLE
COVERAGES
DEDUCTIBLE
COVERED AUTO SYMBOLS
41
46
CSL
$
LIABILITY
Indicate if the Limit is based on a Combined Single Limit format or Split Limit format 
by checking either the "CSL" or "BI Ea Per" (Bodily Injury Each Person) box respectively. 
For CSL complete the first Limit field. For Split Limits complete the BI Each Person, 
BI each Accident and Property Damage Limits.
42
47
BI EACH ACCIDENT
$
42
46
$
COMP/OTC
If a common deductible applies to all vehicles, enter the deductible here, 
or enter the individual vehicle deductibles along with the vehicle information. 
Include the Fire District name and code number if fire or comprehensive coverage 
is provided.
43
50
PROPERTY DAMAGE
$
43
47
42
46
SCL
FT
LSP
$
42
46
43
47
F
FTW
EACH PERSON
$
43
42
46
COLLISION
Enter the deductible only if it is applicable to all vehicles.
$
42
46
CSL
$
43
47
43
BI EACH ACCIDENT
$
46
$
45
42
46
CSL
$
43
BI EACH ACCIDENT
$
45
48
COMP/OTC
Indicate the following:

# Trailer - The number of trailers involved in the interchange agreement for the chosen 
coverage
State - The states involved in the trailer interchange agreement
# Day - The number of days the applicant is holding other's trailers or pulling trailers 
that are in his possession under a trailer interchange agreement
Radius - The approximate distance (in miles) between terminals.
*Include the Fire District name and code number if fire or comprehensive coverage is 
provided.
49
42
46
PROPERTY DAMAGE
$
48
43
49
45
YES
STATES
COST OF HIRE
IF ANY BASIS
48
COLLISION
Indicate the following:

# Trailer - The number of trailers involved in the interchange agreement for the chosen 
coverage
State - The states involved in the trailer interchange agreement
# Day - The number of days the applicant is holding other's trailers or pulling 
trailers that are in his possession under a trailer interchange agreement
Radius - The approximate distance (in miles) between terminals.
Deductible - For collision coverage, enter the deductible desired
$
NO
$
49
YES
STATES
STATES
# DAYS
# VEH
COST OF HIRE
IF ANY BASIS
NO
$
YES
STATES
GROUP TYPE
For Non-Owned liability, "X" all applicable group types of. Employees, Partners or Volunteer. For each group type indicated list the number of individuals involved.
NUMBER OF
NO
EMPLOYEES
VOLUNTEERS
PARTNERS
COVERAGE IS:
PRIMARY
SECONDARY
OTHER
OTHER
(44) OWNED AUTOS SUBJECT TO NO-FAULT
(46) SPECIFICALLY DESCRIBED AUTOS
(41) ANY AUTO
(47) HIRED AUTOS ONLY
(42) OWNED AUTOS ONLY
(43) OWNED COMMERCIAL AUTOS ONLY
(50) NON-OWNED AUTOS ONLY
TRUCKERS SECTION
AGENCY CUSTOMER ID:
FARTH
ZONE
ENDORSEMENTS/REMARKS
PAGE 2 OF 3
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COVERAGES
Place an "X" in the appropriate Covered auto symbols box(es) for each coverage desired. Additional information on the coverages may be found below.
COVERED AUTO SYMBOLS
Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use numeric symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which coverage is in effect.
 Be sure to place an X in the appropriate box for each type of coverage. 
Only those symbols specified for a coverage may be used.
LIMITS
For each coverage enter the limits as they are to appear on the declarations page.
COVERAGES
Place an "X" in the appropriate Covered auto symbols box(es) for each coverage desired.
 Additional information on the coverages may be found below.

LIMITS
For each coverage enter the limits as they are to appear on the declarations page.
DEDUCTIBLE
COVERAGES
DEDUCTIBLE
COVERED AUTO SYMBOLS
APPLICANT'S SIGNATURE

The applicant should read and understand the Fair Credit Reporting Act, the Privacy Act 
(where applicable), the Applicant's Statement, and any other disclosure information on 
the form before personally signing the application.

DATE
PRODUCER'S SIGNATURE
The producer should sign the application. This is required in most states.
NATIONAL PRODUCER NUMBER
61
67
CSL
$
62
68
BI EACH ACCIDENT
$
62
67
LIABILITY
Indicate if the Limit is based on a Combined Single Limit format or Split Limit format 
by checking either the "CSL" or "BI Ea Per" (Bodily Injury Each Person) box respectively. 
For CSL complete the first Limit field. For Split Limits complete the BI Each Person, 
BI each Accident and Property Damage Limits.
63
71
PROPERTY DAMAGE
$
63
68
$
COMP/OTC
If a common deductible applies to all vehicles, enter the deductible here, or enter the 
individual vehicle deductibles along with the vehicle information.  
Include the Fire District name and code number if fire or comprehensive coverage 
is provided.


64
64
62
67
SCL
FT
LSP
63
68
F
FTW
$
64
62
64
62
67
EACH PERSON
$
63
67
COLLISION
Enter the deductible only if it is applicable to all vehicles.
63
68
$
62
66
CSL
$
64
63
67
BI EACH ACCIDENT
$
63
$
64
67
62
66
CSL
$
63
67
BI EACH ACCIDENT
$
64
69
COMP/OTC

Indicate the following:

# Trailers- The number of trailers involved in the interchange agreement for the 
chosen coverage
State- The states involved in the trailer interchange agreement
# Day- The number of days the applicant is holding other's trailers or pulling trailers 
that are in his possession under a trailer interchange agreement
Radius- The approximate distance (in miles) between terminals.
* Include the Fire District name and code number if fire or comprehensive coverage 
is provided.

70
62
66
PROPERTY DAMAGE
$
69
63
67
70
64
YES
STATES
COST OF HIRE
Enter the total estimated cost of Hire for each Hired/Borrowed coverage. 
If the exposure is minimal, check the "If Any" box. The actual exposure will be determined 
at time of audit.
IF ANY BASIS
69
COLLISION
Indicate the following:

# Trailer - The number of trailers involved in the interchange agreement for the 
chosen coverage
State - The states involved in the trailer interchange agreement
# Day - The number of days the applicant is holding other's trailers or pulling trailers 
that are in his possession under a trailer interchange agreement
Radius - The approximate distance (in miles) between terminals.
Deductible - For collision coverage, enter the deductible desired.
$
NO
$
70
YES
STATES
STATES
# DAYS
# VEH
COST OF HIRE
Enter the total estimated cost of Hire for each Hired/Borrowed coverage.
If the exposure is minimal, check the "If Any" box. The actual exposure will be 
determined at time of audit.
IF ANY BASIS
NO
$
YES
STATES
HIRED

Indicate the states for which coverage is to apply. 
Enter the estimated number of days and number of vehicles involved. 
Check the applicable deductible(s) and enter the appropriate deductible amount of liability.
GROUP TYPE
For Non-Owned liability, "X" all applicable group types of
Employees, Partners or Volunteer. For each group type indicated list the number 
of individuals involved.
NUMBER OF
PHYSICAL
NO
EMPLOYEES
DAMAGE
VOLUNTEERS
PARTNERS
COVERAGE IS:
Indicate if this coverage is on a primary or secondary basis by checking the appropriate box.
PRIMARY
SECONDARY
OTHER
OTHER
(64) OWNED COMMERCIAL AUTOS ONLY
(67) SPECIFICALLY DESCRIBED AUTOS
(61) ANY AUTO
(65) OWNED AUTOS SUBJECT TO NO-FAULT
(68) HIRED AUTOS ONLY
(62) OWNED AUTOS ONLY
(63) OWNED PRIVATE PASS AUTOS ONLY
(71) NON-OWNED AUTOS ONLY
PERSONAL INFORMATION ABOUT YOU, INCLUDING INFORMATION FROM A CREDIT REPORT, MAY BE COLLECTED FROM PERSONS OTHER THAN YOU, IN CONNECTION WITH THIS APPLICATION FOR INSURANCE AND SUBSEQUENT RENEWALS.  SUCH INFORMATION AS WELL AS OTHER PERSONAL AND PRIVILEGED INFORMATION COLLECTED BY US OR OUR AGENTS MAY IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES BE DISCLOSED TO THIRD PARTIES WITHOUT YOUR AUTHORIZATION. YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO REVIEW YOUR PERSONAL INFORMATION IN OUR FILES AND CAN REQUEST CORRECTION OF ANY INACCURACIES.  A MORE DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF YOUR RIGHTS AND OUR PRACTICES REGARDING SUCH INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST.  CONTACT YOUR AGENT OR BROKER FOR INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW TO SUBMIT A REQUEST TO US.
ANY PERSON WHO KNOWINGLY AND WITH INTENT TO DEFRAUD ANY INSURANCE COMPANY OR ANOTHER PERSON FILES AN APLICATION FOR INSURANCE CONTAINING ANY MATERIALLY FALSE INFORMATION, OR CONCEALS FOR THE PURPOSE OF MISLEADING INFORMATION CONCERNING ANY FACT MATERIAL THERETO, COMITS A FRAUDULENT INSURANCE ACT, WHICH IS A CRIME AND SUBJECTS THE PERSON TO CRIMINAL AND CIVIL PENALTIES.
I UNDERSTAND THAT THE COVERAGE SELECTION AND LIMIT CHOICES INDICATED HERE WILL APPLY TO ALL FUTURE POLICY RENEWALS, CONTINUATIONS    AND CHANGES UNLESS I NOTIFY YOU OTHERWISE IN WRITING.
MOTOR CARRIER SECTION
ENDORSEMENTS/REMARKS
ACORD 137 NC (2007/06)
PHYSICAL DAMAGE
*Include the Fire District name and code # if fire or comprehensive coverage is provided
This section collects the coverage auto symbols for physical damage coverages.
COVERED
AUTO SYMBOLS
Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use numeric symbols on the policy declarations 
to indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate box for each type of coverage.
 Only those symbols specified for a coverage may be used.
BI
EA PER
SPECIFIED
CAUSES OF LOSS*
The Specified Cause of Loss Codes are:

SCL        Specified Cause of Loss
F            Fire
F&T        Fire and Theft
F,T&W    Fire, Theft and Wind
LSP        Limited Specified Perils
SP         Specified Perils

Enter the deductible only if it is applicable to all vehicles.

MEDICAL
PAYMENTS
Enter the appropriate Medical Payment limit.
UNINSURED
MOTORIST
Enter the appropriate limit(s) following the liability limit format.
BI
EA PER
TOWING
& LABOR
This coverage is applicable only to private passenger autos.
UNINSURED/
UNDERINSURED
MOTORIST
Enter the appropriate limit(s) following the liability limit format.
BI
EA PER
TRAILER INTERCHANGE
*Include the Fire District name and code # if fire or comprehensive coverage is provided
RADIUS
# DAYS
# TRAILERS 
SYMBOL
UNINSURED
MOTORIST
Enter the appropriate limit(s) following the liability limit format.
SPECIFIED
CAUSES OF LOSS*
Indicate the following:

# Trailer - The number of trailers involved in the interchange agreement for the 
chosen coverage
State - The states involved in the trailer interchange agreement
# Day - The number of days the applicant is holding other's trailers or 
pulling trailers that are in his possession under a trailer interchange agreement
Radius - The approximate distance (in miles) between terminals.
NON-TRUCKERS
HIRED/BORROWED
Enter state(s), if any, in which autos are Hired or Borrowed
NON-OWNED
AUTO
LIABILITY
Enter state(s) where employees use their own autos in the operations of the applicant's business.
OWNED AUTOS SUBJECT TO A COMPUL-
SORY UNINSURED MOTORIST LAW
(66)
TRAILERS IN YOUR POSSESSION UNDER
A TRAILER INTERCHANGE AGREEMENT
(69)
YOUR TRAILERS IN THE POSSESSION OF
ANOTHER TRUCKER UNDER A TRAILER
INTERCHANGE AGREEMENT
(70) 
AGENCY CUSTOMER ID:
TRUCKERS 
HIRED/BORROWED
LIABILITY
Enter state(s), is any, in which trucks are Hired or Borrowed.
FARTH
ZONE
PAGE 3 OF 3
	Customer's identification number assigned by the agency or brokerage.: 
	Month/day/year (MM/DD/YYYY) on which
the form is completed.
: 
	Producer's name.
: 
	Full name of the applicant as it should
appear on the policy. The First Named 
Insured is given certain rights and 
responsibilities by the policy contract 
language. If more than one insured is 
named, be sure the one intended to 
receive these rights and responsibilities is 
named first and any additional insureds 
identified as such. If joint ownership, the 
name used may include both names 
(e.g., John and Mary Smith).: 
	Enter the applicable code if this
application will be used to apply to the 
North Carolina Placement Facility.: 
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric  
symbols on the policy declarations to  
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified  
for a coverage may be used.: 
	Indicate if the Limit is based on a 
Combined Single Limit format or Split Limit 
format by checking either the "CSL" or "BI 
Ea Per" (Bodily Injury Each Person) box 
respectively. For CSL complete the first 
Limit field. For Split Limits complete the BI 
Each Person BI each accident and 
Property Damage Limits.: 0
	Indicate if the Limit is based on a 
Combined Single Limit format or Split Limit 
format by checking either the "CSL" or "BI 
Ea Per" (Bodily Injury Each Person) box 
respectively. For CSL complete the first 
Limit field. For Split Limits complete the BI 
Each Person BI each accident and 
Property Damage Limits.: 0
	Indicate if the Limit is based on a 
Combined Single Limit format or Split Limit 
format by checking either the "CSL" or "BI 
Ea Per" (Bodily Injury Each Person) box 
respectively. For CSL complete the first 
Limit field. For Split Limits complete the BI 
Each Person BI each accident and 
Property Damage Limits.: 
	Indicate if the Limit is based on a 
Combined Single Limit format or Split Limit 
format by checking either the "CSL" or "BI 
Ea Per" (Bodily Injury Each Person) box 
respectively. For CSL complete the first 
Limit field. For Split Limits complete the BI 
Each Person BI each accident and 
Property Damage Limits.: 
	Indicate if the Limit is based on a 
Combined Single Limit format or Split Limit 
format by checking either the "CSL" or "BI 
Ea Per" (Bodily Injury Each Person) box 
respectively. For CSL complete the first 
Limit field. For Split Limits complete the BI 
Each Person BI each accident and 
Property Damage Limits.: 
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	The desired Per Person Limit.: 
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Enter the appropriate limit(s) following
the liability limit format.: 0
	Enter the appropriate limit(s) following
the liability limit format.: 0
	Enter the appropriate limit(s) following
the Liability Format.: 
	Enter the appropriate limit(s) following
the Liability Format.: 
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Enter the appropriate limit(s) following 
the liability limit format.
: 0
	Enter the appropriate limit(s) following 
the liability limit format.
: 0
	Enter the appropriate limit(s) following
the Liability Limit Format. Symbol 6 
applies only in states where rejection is 
not permitted by law.: 
	Enter the appropriate limit(s) following
the Liability Limit Format. Symbol 6 
applies only in states where rejection is 
not permitted by law.: 
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Enter the appropriate limit(s) following
the Liability Format.: 
	Enter state(s), if any, in which autos are
Hired or Borrowed: 0
	Enter state(s), if any, in which autos are
Hired or Borrowed: 
	Enter state(s), if any, in which autos are
Hired or Borrowed: 0
	Enter the total estimated cost of Hire for
each Hired/Borrowed coverage. If the 
exposure is minimal, check the "If Any" 
box. The actual exposure will be 
determined at time of audit.: 
	Enter the total estimated cost of Hire for 
each Hired/Borrowed coverage. If the 
exposure is minimal, check the "If Any" 
box. The actual exposure will be 
determined at time of audit.: 0
	Enter state(s), if any, in which trucks are 
Hired or Borrowed.
: 0
	Enter state(s) where employees use
their own autos in the operations of the 
applicant's business.: 
	Enter state(s), if any, in which trucks are 
Hired or Borrowed.
: 0
	For Non-Owned liability, "X" all applicable 
group types of. Employees, Partners or 
Volunteer. For each group type indicated 
list the number of individuals involved.: 0
	For Non-Owned liability, "X" all applicable 
group types of. Employees, Partners or 
Volunteer. For each group type indicated 
list the number of individuals involved.: 
	For Non-Owned liability, "X" all applicable 
group types of. Employees, Partners or 
Volunteer. For each group type indicated 
list the number of individuals involved.: 0
	For Non-Owned liability, "X" all applicable 
group types of. Employees, Partners or 
Volunteer. For each group type indicated 
list the number of individuals involved.: 
	For Non-Owned liability, "X" all applicable 
group types of. Employees, Partners or 
Volunteer. For each group type indicated 
list the number of individuals involved.: 0
	For Non-Owned liability, "X" all applicable 
group types of. Employees, Partners or 
Volunteer. For each group type indicated 
list the number of individuals involved.: 
	Write in additional coverages desired,
their coverage auto symbols and limits in 
the available boxes. Use the 
endorsements section if necessary.: 
	Write in additional coverages desired,
their coverage auto symbols and limits in 
the available boxes. Use the 
endorsements section if necessary.: 
	Write in additional coverages desired,
their coverage auto symbols and limits in 
the available boxes. Use the 
endorsements section if necessary.: 
	txt2coverages2: 
	txt2covAutoSym2: 
	txt2Limits2: 
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Check the applicable box(es).  Include 
the Fire District name and code number if 
fire or comprehensive coverage is 
provided.: 
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	"The Specified Cause of Loss Codes are:

SCL        Specified Cause of Loss
F            Fire
F&T        Fire and Theft
F,T&W    Fire, Theft and Wind
LSP        Limited Specified Perils
SP         Specified Perils

Enter the deductible only if it is applicable 
to all vehicles.":   
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Enter the deductible only if it is applicable
to all vehicles.: 
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	Business Auto policies use numeric
symbols on the policy declarations to 
indicate the type(s) of vehicles for which 
coverage is in effect. Be sure to place an 
X in the appropriate box for each type of 
coverage. Only those symbols specified 
for a coverage may be used.: 0
	This coverage is applicable only to 
private passenger autos.  : 
	Write in additional coverages desired,
their coverage auto symbols and limits in 
the available boxes. Use the 
endorsements section if necessary.: 
	Write in additional coverages desired,
their coverage auto symbols and limits in 
the available boxes. Use the 
endorsements section if necessary.: 
	Write in additional coverages desired,
their coverage auto symbols and limits in 
the available boxes. Use the 
endorsements section if necessary.: 
	txt2coverages6: 
	txt2covAutoSym6: 
	txt2phyDamLim5: 
	Indicate the states for which coverage is 
to apply. Enter the estimated number of 
days and number of vehicles involved.: 
	Indicate the states for which coverage is 
to apply. Enter the estimated number of 
days and number of vehicles involved.: 
	Indicate the states for which coverage is 
to apply. Enter the estimated number of 
days and number of vehicles involved.: 
	Check the applicable coverage(s) and
enter the appropriate deductible amount 
of liability.: 0
	Check the applicable coverage(s) and
enter the appropriate deductible amount 
of liability.: 
	Check the applicable coverage(s) and
enter the appropriate deductible amount 
of liability.: 0
	Check the applicable coverage(s) and
enter the appropriate deductible amount 
of liability.: 
	Check the applicable coverage(s) and
enter the appropriate deductible amount 
of liability.: 0
	Check the applicable coverage(s) and
enter the appropriate deductible amount 
of liability.: 
	Indicate if this coverage is on a primary 
or secondary basis by checking the 
appropriate box.: 0
	Indicate if this coverage is on a primary 
or secondary basis by checking the 
appropriate box.: 0
	Remarks1: 
	ClearAll: 
	Customer's identification number assigned by the agency or brokerage.: 
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Indicate if the Limit is based on a 
Combined Single Limit format or Split Limit 
format by checking either the "CSL" or "BI 
Ea Per" (Bodily Injury Each Person) box 
respectively. For CSL complete the first 
Limit field. For Split Limits complete the BI 
Each Person BI each accident and 
Property Damage Limits.: 0
	Indicate if the Limit is based on a 
Combined Single Limit format or Split Limit 
format by checking either the "CSL" or "BI 
Ea Per" (Bodily Injury Each Person) box 
respectively. For CSL complete the first 
Limit field. For Split Limits complete the BI 
Each Person BI each accident and 
Property Damage Limits.: 0
	Indicate if the Limit is based on a 
Combined Single Limit format or Split Limit 
format by checking either the "CSL" or "BI 
Ea Per" (Bodily Injury Each Person) box 
respectively. For CSL complete the first 
Limit field. For Split Limits complete the BI 
Each Person BI each accident and 
Property Damage Limits.: 
	Indicate if the Limit is based on a 
Combined Single Limit format or Split Limit 
format by checking either the "CSL" or "BI 
Ea Per" (Bodily Injury Each Person) box 
respectively. For CSL complete the first 
Limit field. For Split Limits complete the BI 
Each Person BI each accident and 
Property Damage Limits.: 
	Indicate if the Limit is based on a 
Combined Single Limit format or Split Limit 
format by checking either the "CSL" or "BI 
Ea Per" (Bodily Injury Each Person) box 
respectively. For CSL complete the first 
Limit field. For Split Limits complete the BI 
Each Person BI each accident and 
Property Damage Limits.: 
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Enter the appropriate Medical Payment
limit.: 
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Enter the appropriate limit(s) following 
the liability limit format.: 0
	Enter the appropriate limit(s) following 
the liability limit format.: 0
	Enter the appropriate limit(s) following 
the liability limit format.: 
	Enter the appropriate limit(s) following 
the liability limit format.: 
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Enter the appropriate limit(s) following
the liability limit format.: 0
	Enter the appropriate limit(s) following
the liability limit format.: 0
	Enter the appropriate limit(s) following
the liability limit format.: 
	Enter the appropriate limit(s) following
the liability limit format.: 
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Enter the appropriate limit(s) following 
the liability limit format.
: 
	Enter state(s), if any, in which autos are Hired or Borrowed: 0
	Enter state(s), if any, in which autos are
Hired or Borrowed: 
	Enter state(s), if any, in which autos are Hired or Borrowed: 0
	Enter the total estimated cost of Hire for
each Hired/Borrowed coverage. If the 
exposure is minimal, check the "If Any" 
box. The actual exposure will be 
determined at time of audit.: 
	Enter the total estimated cost of Hire for
each Hired/Borrowed coverage. If the 
exposure is minimal, check the "If Any" 
box. The actual exposure will be 
determined at time of audit.: 0
	Enter state(s), if any, in which trucks are Hired or Borrowed.
: 0
	Enter state(s), if any, in which trucks are 
Hired or Borrowed.: 
	Enter state(s), if any, in which trucks are Hired or Borrowed.
: 0
	Enter the total estimated cost of Hire for
each Hired/Borrowed coverage. If the 
exposure is minimal, check the "If Any" 
box. The actual exposure will be 
determined at time of audit.: 
	Enter the total estimated cost of Hire for
each Hired/Borrowed coverage. If the 
exposure is minimal, check the "If Any" 
box. The actual exposure will be 
determined at time of audit.: 0
	Enter state(s) where employees use their own autos in the operations of the applicant's business.: 0
	Enter state(s) where employees use
their own autos in the operations of the
applicant's business.: 
	Enter state(s) where employees use their own autos in the operations of the applicant's business.: 0
	For Non-Owned liability, "X" all applicable
group types of. Employees, Partners or 
Volunteer. For each group type indicated 
list the number of individuals involved.: 0
	For Non-Owned liability, "X" all applicable
group types of. Employees, Partners or 
Volunteer. For each group type indicated 
list the number of individuals involved.: 
	For Non-Owned liability, "X" all applicable
group types of. Employees, Partners or 
Volunteer. For each group type indicated 
list the number of individuals involved.: 0
	For Non-Owned liability, "X" all applicable
group types of. Employees, Partners or 
Volunteer. For each group type indicated 
list the number of individuals involved.: 
	For Non-Owned liability, "X" all applicable
group types of. Employees, Partners or 
Volunteer. For each group type indicated 
list the number of individuals involved.: 0
	For Non-Owned liability, "X" all applicable
group types of. Employees, Partners or 
Volunteer. For each group type indicated 
list the number of individuals involved.: 
	Write in additional coverages desired,
their coverage auto symbols, limits and 
deductibles that may be desired.: 
	Write in additional coverages desired,
their coverage auto symbols, limits and 
deductibles that may be desired.: 
	Write in additional coverages desired,
their coverage auto symbols, limits and 
deductibles that may be desired.: 
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	If a common deductible applies to all 
vehicles, enter the deductible here, or 
enter the individual vehicle deductibles 
along with the vehicle information. 
Include the Fire District name and code 
number if fire or comprehensive 
coverage is provided.: 
	If a common deductible applies to all
vehicles, enter the deductible here, or 
enter the individual vehicle deductibles 
along with the vehicle information. 
Include the Fire District name and code 
number if fire or comprehensive 
coverage is provided.: 
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	"The Specified Cause of Loss Codes are:

SCL        Specified Cause of Loss
F            Fire
F&T        Fire and Theft
F,T&W    Fire, Theft and Wind
LSP        Limited Specified Perils
SP         Specified Perils

Enter the deductible only if it is applicable to all vehicles.": 0
	"The Specified Cause of Loss Codes are:

SCL        Specified Cause of Loss
F            Fire
F&T        Fire and Theft
F,T&W    Fire, Theft and Wind
LSP        Limited Specified Perils
SP         Specified Perils

Enter the deductible only if it is applicable to all vehicles.": 0
	"The Specified Cause of Loss Codes are:

SCL        Specified Cause of Loss
F            Fire
F&T        Fire and Theft
F,T&W    Fire, Theft and Wind
LSP        Limited Specified Perils
SP         Specified Perils

Enter the deductible only if it is applicable to all vehicles.": 0
	"The Specified Cause of Loss Codes are:

SCL        Specified Cause of Loss
F            Fire
F&T        Fire and Theft
F,T&W    Fire, Theft and Wind
LSP        Limited Specified Perils
SP         Specified Perils

Enter the deductible only if it is applicable to all vehicles.": 0
	"The Specified Cause of Loss Codes are:

SCL        Specified Cause of Loss
F            Fire
F&T        Fire and Theft
F,T&W    Fire, Theft and Wind
LSP        Limited Specified Perils
SP         Specified Perils

Enter the deductible only if it is applicable to all vehicles.": 0
	Enter the deductible only if it is applicable to all vehicles.: 
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Enter the deductible only if it is applicable 
to all vehicles.: 
	Enter the deductible only if it is applicable
to all vehicles.: 
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	This coverage is applicable only to 
private passenger autos.: 
	This coverage is applicable only to 
private passenger autos.: 
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	# Trailer - The number of trailers 
involved in the interchange agreement 
for the chosen coverage.: 
	State - The states involved in the trailer 
interchange agreement.: 
	# Day - The number of days the 
applicant is holding other's trailers or 
pulling trailers that are in his possession 
under a trailer interchange agreement.: 
	Radius - The approximate distance (in 
miles) between terminals.: 
	* Include the Fire District name and code 
number if fire or comprehensive 
coverage is provided.: 
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	# Trailer - The number of trailers 
involved in the interchange agreement 
for the chosen coverage.: 
	State - The states involved in the trailer 
interchange agreement.: 
	# Day - The number of days the 
applicant is holding other's trailers or 
pulling trailers that are in his possession 
under a trailer interchange agreement.: 
	Radius - The approximate distance (in 
miles) between terminals.: 
	Deductible: 
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	# Trailer - The number of trailers 
involved in the interchange agreement 
for the chosen coverage.: 
	State - The states involved in the trailer 
interchange agreement.: 
	# Day - The number of days the 
applicant is holding other's trailers or 
pulling trailers that are in his possession 
under a trailer interchange agreement.: 
	Radius - The approximate distance (in 
miles) between terminals.: 
	Deductible - For collision coverage, enter 
the deductible desired.: 
	Indicate the states for which coverage is 
to apply. Enter the estimated number of 
days and number of vehicles involved.: 
	Indicate the states for which coverage is 
to apply. Enter the estimated number of 
days and number of vehicles involved.: 
	Indicate the states for which coverage is 
to apply. Enter the estimated number of 
days and number of vehicles involved.: 
	Indicate the states for which coverage is 
to apply. Enter the estimated number of 
days and number of vehicles involved.: 
	Indicate if this coverage is on a primary
or secondary basis by checking the 
appropriate box.: 0
	Indicate if this coverage is on a primary
or secondary basis by checking the 
appropriate box.: 0
	Write in additional coverages desired,
their coverage auto symbols, limits and 
deductibles that may be desired.: 
	Write in additional coverages desired, 
their coverage auto symbols, limits and 
deductibles that may be desired.: 
	Write in additional coverages desired, 
their coverage auto symbols, limits and 
deductibles that may be desired.: 
	Remarks2: 
	Customer's identification number assigned by the agency or brokerage.: 
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Indicate if the Limit is based on a 
Combined Single Limit format or Split Limit 
format by checking either the "CSL" or "BI 
Ea Per" (Bodily Injury Each Person) box 
respectively. For CSL complete the first 
Limit field. For Split Limits complete the BI 
Each Person BI each accident and 
Property Damage Limits.: 
	Indicate if the Limit is based on a 
Combined Single Limit format or Split Limit 
format by checking either the "CSL" or "BI 
Ea Per" (Bodily Injury Each Person) box 
respectively. For CSL complete the first 
Limit field. For Split Limits complete the BI 
Each Person BI each accident and 
Property Damage Limits.: 
	Indicate if the Limit is based on a 
Combined Single Limit format or Split Limit 
format by checking either the "CSL" or "BI 
Ea Per" (Bodily Injury Each Person) box 
respectively. For CSL complete the first 
Limit field. For Split Limits complete the BI 
Each Person BI each accident and 
Property Damage Limits.: 
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Enter the appropriate Medical Payment 
limit.: 
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Enter the appropriate limit(s) following
the liability limit format.
: 
	Enter the appropriate limit(s) following
the liability limit format.
: 
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Enter the appropriate limit(s) following 
the liability limit format.
: 
	Enter the appropriate limit(s) following 
the liability limit format.
: 
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Enter the appropriate limit(s) following
the liability limit format.: 
	curMotNonTruckCostHire: 
	Enter the total estimated cost of Hire for
each Hired/Borrowed coverage. If the 
exposure is minimal, check the "If Any" 
box. The actual exposure will be 
determined at time of audit.: 0
	curMotCostHire: 
	Enter the total estimated cost of Hire for 
each Hired/Borrowed coverage. If the 
exposure is minimal, check the "If Any" 
box. The actual exposure will be 
determined at time of audit.: 0
	Enter state(s) where employees use
 their own autos in the operations of the 
applicant's business.: 0
	Enter state(s) where employees use
 their own autos in the operations of the 
applicant's business.: 0
	For Non-Owned liability, "X" all applicable
group types of. Employees, Partners or 
Volunteer. For each group type indicated 
list the number of individuals involved.: 0
	For Non-Owned liability, "X" all applicable
group types of. Employees, Partners or 
volunteer. For each group type indicated 
list the number of individuals involved.: 
	For Non-Owned liability, "X" all applicable
group types of. Employees, Partners or 
Volunteer. For each group type indicated 
list the number of individuals involved.: 0
	For Non-Owned liability, "X" all applicable
group types of. Employees, Partners or 
volunteer. For each group type indicated 
list the number of individuals involved.: 
	For Non-Owned liability, "X" all applicable
group types of. Employees, Partners or 
Volunteer. For each group type indicated 
list the number of individuals involved.: 0
	For Non-Owned liability, "X" all applicable
group types of. Employees, Partners or 
volunteer. For each group type indicated 
list the number of individuals involved.: 
	For additional coverages, list the
coverage name, covered auto symbol 
and applicable limits.: 
	For additional coverages, list the
coverage name, covered auto symbol 
and applicable limits.: 
	For additional coverages, list the
coverage name, covered auto symbol 
and applicable limits.: 
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	If a common deductible applies to all 
vehicles, enter the deductible here, or 
enter the individual vehicle deductibles 
along with the vehicle information.  
Include the Fire District name and code 
number if fire or comprehensive 
coverage is provided.
: 
	If a common deductible applies to all
vehicles, enter the deductible here, or 
enter the individual vehicle deductibles 
along with the vehicle information.  
Include the Fire District name and code 
number if fire or comprehensive 
coverage is provided.: 
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	"The Specified Cause of Loss Codes are:

SCL        Specified Cause of Loss
F            Fire
F&T        Fire and Theft
F,T&W    Fire, Theft and Wind
LSP        Limited Specified Perils
SP         Specified Perils

Enter the deductible only if it is applicable to all vehicles.": 0
	"The Specified Cause of Loss Codes are:

SCL        Specified Cause of Loss
F            Fire
F&T        Fire and Theft
F,T&W    Fire, Theft and Wind
LSP        Limited Specified Perils
SP         Specified Perils

Enter the deductible only if it is applicable to all vehicles.": 0
	"The Specified Cause of Loss Codes are:

SCL        Specified Cause of Loss
F            Fire
F&T        Fire and Theft
F,T&W    Fire, Theft and Wind
LSP        Limited Specified Perils
SP         Specified Perils

Enter the deductible only if it is applicable to all vehicles.": 0
	"The Specified Cause of Loss Codes are:

SCL        Specified Cause of Loss
F            Fire
F&T        Fire and Theft
F,T&W    Fire, Theft and Wind
LSP        Limited Specified Perils
SP         Specified Perils

Enter the deductible only if it is applicable to all vehicles.": 0
	"The Specified Cause of Loss Codes are:

SCL        Specified Cause of Loss
F            Fire
F&T        Fire and Theft
F,T&W    Fire, Theft and Wind
LSP        Limited Specified Perils
SP         Specified Perils

Enter the deductible only if it is applicable to all vehicles.": 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Enter the deductible only if it is applicable 
to all vehicles.
: 
	Enter the deductible only if it is applicable 
to all vehicles.
: 
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	# Trailer - The number of trailers 
involved in the interchange agreement 
for the chosen coverage.: 
	# Day - The number of days the 
applicant is holding other's trailers or 
pulling trailers that are in his possession 
under a trailer interchange agreement.: 
	Radius - The approximate distance (in 
miles) between terminals.: 
	* Include the Fire District name and code
number if fire or comprehensive 
coverage is provided.: 
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	# Trailer - The number of trailers 
involved in the interchange agreement 
for the chosen coverage.: 
	State - The states involved in the trailer 
interchange agreement.: 
	# Day - The number of days the 
applicant is holding other's trailers or 
pulling trailers that are in his possession 
under a trailer interchange agreement.: 
	Radius - The approximate distance (in 
miles) between terminals.: 
	Deductible: 
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	Truckers and Motor Carrier policies use 
numeric symbols on the policy 
declarations to indicate the type(s) of 
vehicles for which coverage is in effect. 
Be sure to place an X in the appropriate 
box for each type of coverage. Only 
those symbols specified for a coverage 
may be used.: 0
	# Trailer - The number of trailers 
involved in the interchange agreement 
for the chosen coverage.: 
	State - The states involved in the trailer 
interchange agreement.: 
	# Day - The number of days the 
applicant is holding other's trailers or 
pulling trailers that are in his possession 
under a trailer interchange agreement.: 
	Radius - The approximate distance (in 
miles) between terminals.: 
	Deductible - For collision coverage, enter 
the deductible desired.: 
	Write in additional coverages desired, 
their coverage auto symbols, limits and 
deductibles that may be desired.: 
	Write in additional coverages desired, 
their coverage auto symbols, limits and 
deductibles that may be desired.: 
	Write in additional coverages desired, 
their coverage auto symbols, limits and 
deductibles that may be desired.: 
	Enter any endorsements that apply. Be
sure to include the form numbers and the 
required information for attaching the 
endorsement.: 
	Date the form was signed.: 
	National Producer Number: 



